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host Bird, a 2009 documentary film directed by Scott Crocker, produced by Small 
Change Productions, and distributed by Matson Films and Kino Lorber EDU, is an 
evocative and complex exploration of the alleged rediscovery in 2005 of the 

American ivory-billed woodpecker, a bird thought to be extinct since the 1940s. The ghost 
bird in the film is not limited to its numerous shadowy and dubiously documented sightings, 
but takes various spectral forms across multiple – and often competing – worlds in which 
the value and promise of the bird carry significant meanings.  Organized thematically over a 
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loose chronological narrative, the film juxtaposes the investments of ornithologists, wildlife 
conservationists, birders, government lobbyists, and the small community of Brinkley, 
Arkansas, who all sought to benefit from this avian rediscovery when it was first reported in 
the nearby Cache River Wildlife Refuge.  The film especially highlights how other known 
endangered avian species were compromised by the ivory-billed woodpecker’s potential 
re-emergence from extinction.  This troubled paradox forms the center of this film’s 
inquiry: how does “coming back” from extinction, as the Ivory-Billed Woodpecker may 
have done, destabilize larger efforts of conservation, animal protection, and the functioning 
of multispecies communities? 

One thing that all the film’s stakeholders share is this: a desire for this reemergence 
to be real.  They are all rooting for the woodpecker, and feel great excitement at the initial 
claims of confirmed sightings.  At the heart of the film is a birder’s blurry video, taken in 
2004 from a canoe on the Cache River, allegedly capturing an ivory-billed woodpecker in 
flight.  Despite the brief glimpse of white wing on a tiny slice of screen, ornithologists at the 
Cornell Ornithology Lab used this clip as the main evidence in support of a paper 
announcing the bird’s existence in Science in 2005, mere months after the original video 
was taken.  The film charts the immediate positive response of birders, scientists, and 
especially government officials in the Bureau of Land Management, who pledged significant 
sums of money to set up bird search teams and habitat protection measures to ensure the 
safety of the no-longer-extinct woodpecker.  The rural town of Brinkley, recently depressed 
by the closing of several large employers, jumped on the bird bandwagon in hopes that 
increased birding and environmental tourism would revitalize its economy.  Yet before long, 
scientists and professional birders began to cast doubt on the authenticity of the video.  
The bulk of the film plots the multispecies conflicts set into motion by this doubt: the 
shadowy, ghost-like bird in the video haunts the competing motives held by those who 
love the bird.  

The role of ornithologists specifically, and the historical arc of scientific practice 
generally, is a core thread through the film, and represents one of its most important 
analytical contributions.  The film chillingly documents the destructive legacies of scientific 
accumulation, showing us the drawers full of “museum skins,” or preserved avian carcasses 
that were collected as scientific specimens, and is not afraid to connect these emptied-out 
animals with scientific legacies of cultural and environmental imperialism.  The filmmaker 
follows curators of ornithology at Harvard and Yale through the vast, but cramped, spaces 
of their collections, walking through stack after stack of floor-to-ceiling cabinets full of dead 
birds, giving the viewer a sense of the overwhelming magnitude of scientific collection 
before showing several drawers full of hollow Ivory-Billed Woodpeckers dating from the 
1920s.  Dr. Scott Edwards of Harvard touted the lab’s huge variety of 19th century 
specimens, including the largest collection of Ivory-Billed Woodpeckers in its collection 
(61), but also acknowledged that the bird’s extinction was accelerated by scientific 
collection.  While Edwards narrates his perspective that such birds were dubiously 
collected but scientifically useful as reference tools necessary to “validate our discoveries in 
the field,” the film shows him opening other drawers full of other extinct avian species: 
passenger pigeons, Carolina parakeets, eskimo curlews – hugely common birds driven to 
extinction in a span of 50 years due to the combined forces of habitat removal, recreational 
hunting, and the use of feathers as fashion ornaments.  

Unlike the Cornell-based authors of the Science article, who refused to be 
interviewed for this film, Crocker contacted ornithologist Nancy Tanner, who with her  
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husband Jim Tanner, were the last scientists to study living ivory-billed woodpeckers in what 
was known as the Singer Tract, not far from Brinkley, in the 1930s and early 1940s.  They 
banded live birds, leaving them otherwise alone, while recording their sounds, feeding and 
mating patterns, and other behavioral information.  She describes watching the birds go 
extinct before their eyes, as the deep, swampy, forested tract was sold to an industrial 
lumber company and destroyed in 1940-41.  When they returned to the area in the 1980s, 
she shows a photo of a flat, empty dirt expanse: the forest was gone, “nothing left but a 
soybean field.”  Whatever habitat not destroyed by industrial interests was protected in the 
Cache River and White River Wildlife Refuges, mere slivers of the acres of habitat the 
Tanners studied.  Tanner may be the only living person to have ever seen flying ivory-billed 
woodpeckers in the flesh, and she serves as a haunted counter-presence to the seemingly 
endless specimen-filled cabinets.  Together, both of these threads trace how scientific 
legacies are unevenly imprinted on the environment, and complicates the very “nature” of 
scientific taxonomies, not only of species, genus, phylum, and the like, but also of 
knowledge and power.  The film asks the important question of whether these taxonomies 
serve positive or negative narratives of extinction within historically contingent definitions of 
preservation: who does extinction, or its potential reversal, serve? 

The most haunting scene in the film occurs on a soybean field very similar to the 
one Tanner shows us, where goose hunters construct an elaborate goose ruse out of 
billowing plastic bags, fake beating wings, and decoy geese.  As the hunters, outfitted in 
white plastic outfits, lie prone on the ground and blast their shotguns into the flock of geese 
they’ve lured towards them, Crocker overlays the voice of a local Brinkley hunting guide 
arguing that “it’s the hunters now” who are trying to protect land, and therefore wildlife, 
from further development.  But in the context of Tanner’s photo, in which the transition 
from forest land to rural land is a process of devastation, the guide’s argument rings hollow: 
what exactly is being protected?   

The Brinkley community’s excitement over the bird takes several forms, and the 
film does an admirable job of documenting the fraught emotional, financial, and personal 
dimensions to the “bird bubble” that emerged immediately after the alleged rediscovery.  
The dangerous mix of love and commerce tie the town’s hopes for the bird’s existence to 
their own.  The editor of the local paper takes the filmmaker on a tour of the town, 
pointing out the dead downtown and empty footprints of the manufacturing businesses 
that used to be there, which resonate eerily with the empty avian carcass specimens.  For a 
brief moment, Brinkley was the focus of national media attention, as word of the apparent 
reappearance of the extinct bird ricocheted through scientific and environmental news 
media.  The promise of the bird’s resurgence linked directly to an envisioned potential for 
the town’s renewal, providing jobs, people, and funds related to wildlife protection and 
tourism.  The federal monies promised to Brinkley offer glimmers of hope to its residents, 
and one hunting guide frets that any doubt cast on the potential of the woodpecker’s 
reality resulting in the pulling of this funding would sound the town’s death knell. The film 
highlights the deeper disjuncture at play: do people’s hopes for the bird’s existence speak at 
all to the bird itself, or does the ghostly ivory-billed woodpecker instead provide a 
redemption narrative for a dying Southern town?  

This desire for redemption unifies the film, and one of its key interventions is 
questioning whether the desire for this bird to live absolves longer histories of mass 
extinction, avian and otherwise.  If there is one survivor, this logic suggests, then perhaps 
the incredible destruction of habitat, climate, and animal bodies over the past centuries can  
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in some small way be forgiven: if we just look hard enough at the video, we can see the 
bird, it is not gone, there must be other survivors.  As one birder put it, the false dichotomy 
between hope and skepticism, as far as the ivory-billed woodpecker’s existence is 
concerned, takes the focus away from the fundamental fact that humans have destroyed 
the species by removing its habitat.  In this context, Ghost Bird engages the contingencies of 
existence, asking directly what is at stake if the bird exists, or if some stakeholders are 
satisfied in their belief that it does.  The film anticipates the argument in Jon Mooallem’s 
Wild Ones (Penguin, 2014), which highlights the futility of disentangling environmental and 
animal protection movements from the messily competing priorities of the humans 
engaged in them.  As a film, it also resonates with Laura Dunn’s The Unforeseen (2008) in its 
construction of a narrative through the intermingled voices of different stakeholders, and 
also in its thematic concern with extinction on the peripheries of urban growth and decay.  
Yet Ghost Bird is also a prescient filmic experiment in multispecies ethnography, with the 
added twist of a ghost species haunting the interactions of birds, humans, towns, 
imaginations, and money.   

The film itself is an excellent pedagogical text for students of animals, media, and 
the environment.  While it is not a slick well-budgeted film, the questions it asks of students 
of animal studies are important and intersectional, especially regarding the role of science in 
creating, protecting, representing, and destroying animal worlds.  The Educational Edition of 
Ghost Bird comes with an additional disc containing pedagogical material – interdisciplinary 
discussion questions, useful timelines, attention to media production, and a large, varied 
bibliography for further reference – that is best suited for a secondary classroom, but can 
suit a lower-level college course or for students unfamiliar with animal studies or human-
animal methodologies.   
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Provocative, well-paced, and sensitive to multiple audiences, Ghost Bird bravely 
engages with the historical complexities of animal protection.  There are indeed many ways 
to love the ivory-billed woodpecker, but in each case, love is haunted by other important 
motives, complicating the shifting terrains of cultural, environmental, and animal activisms.   
 
 
 
 
 


